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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
SB TACTICAL™ INTRODUCES THE SBT™ SERIES OF SIDE-

FOLDING PISTOL STABILIZING BRACES™  

Saint Petersburg, Fla. (January 9, 2017) – SB Tactical™, inventors and 
manufacturers of the Pistol Stabilizing Brace™, is pleased to announce the SBT™ 
Series of integral, side-folding braces for B&T (Brügger and Thomet) and Heckler and 
Koch (HK) pistol platforms. The SBT™, SBT5™ and SBT5K™ are now shipping, and 
do not change the classification of a pistol in accordance with GCA provisions. 

The SBT Series of Pistol Stabilizing Braces was developed in conjunction with B&T 
USA and designed after the iconic B&T stock developed for HK platforms. These 
integral, side-folding braces enhance usability and enable large frame pistols to remain 
compact for ease of transport, storage, and concealability.  

“Consumers have been calling for folding braces from SB Tactical and we’re very 
excited to continue to innovate and deliver what the market demands,” said Alex Bosco, 
inventor and CEO of SB Tactical.  

The SBT is designed for use with the B&T APC series of pistols, weighs 8.1 ounces, 
and has a length of 9.5 inches. 

The SBT5 and SBT5K are designed for HK MP5/MP5K reverse stretch clones and 
MP5K clones, respectively. Both braces weigh-in at 12.4 ounces and measure 10.2 
inches. The SBT Series of braces come ready to install, are BATFE Compliant, U.S. 
Veteran-designed, and made in the U.S.A.  

For more information go to www.sb-tactical.com and follow @SB Tactical on Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube. 

 



About SB Tactical™ 

SB Tactical™, the originator of the Pistol Stabilizing Brace™ and manufacturers of 
industry-leading firearms accessories, is setting the bar for innovation and product 
development in the PDW Pistol category. The SB Tactical line of products is veteran 
designed, BATFE approved, and manufactured in the U.S.A. For more information on 
the brand’s growing line of products for multiple firearms platforms, visit www.sb-
tactical.com.  

 


